Residents’ Perception of the Educational Program “Family Medicine” in Kazakhstan: A Focus Group Study
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Abstract

AIM: The purpose of this study was to study the perceptions of training, the opinions of residents enrolled in the Family Medicine (FM) program, and determine the specific needs of the residents of the program “Family Medicine.”

METHODS: In this qualitative study, four 1½ h focus groups were conducted with 24 medical residents enrolled in the residency program in FM of the University of Western Kazakhstan, and the results were analyzed using thematic analysis.

RESULTS: The analysis showed the emergence of five themes and 14 sub-themes which were classified according to the areas of questions for discussion in focus groups: perception of the FM specialty, Motivation for admission, the benefits and prospects of FM, Complaints and problems, wishes for improvement of the curricula, ideal workplace.

CONCLUSIONS: This study made it possible to identify the needs of the residents, which had not previously been taken into account sufficiently. The competencies and content of the program will be changed in accordance with the needs of the residents.

Introduction

The development and strengthening of primary health care (PHC) is a priority area of the three WHO Health 2020 strategies. In Kazakhstan, as elsewhere in the world, there is a need for family physicians trained in solving PHC problems based on the principles of family medicine (FM). Inadequate training standards and curriculum development can contribute to poor recruitment and retention of physicians in PHC [1].

Residency programs are an integral part of the development, expansion, and development of FM as a discipline. FM residency training requires a structured yet flexible curriculum that allows trainees, faculty, and the program to maintain the core principles of completeness, coordination, continuity, and patient focus, allowing individuals and programs to train, gain experience, and knowledge in specific areas [2]. Transforming curricula towards community and population health leads to improved student outcomes in terms of knowledge and experience [3].

The Global PHC Conference in Astana in 2018 proclaimed a strategy to increase the capacity of primary care through increased investment in education, research, and the introduction of new technologies in the field of FM [4].

Starting from 2019, the Republic of Kazakhstan launched a 2-year educational program to train FM doctors in residency. The current educational program for the training of family doctors in Kazakhstan covers clinical issues well but does not take into account a competency-based approach, does not develop mentorship, and does not meet World Organization of Family Doctors standards. Despite initiatives to develop
PHC, the family doctor training program in Kazakhstan is still based on the development of individual clinical disciplines, and learning outcomes are not based on competencies. Given the above, the issue of developing a modern curriculum for the training of residents in the SM is acute. The design and development of educational programs require a thorough analysis of training needs. Identification of factors that can significantly affect the conduct and results of training is the main goal of such an analysis [5]. This includes studying the organizational context; defining the characteristics and requirements of the respective work tasks; and defining who the FM residents are and what their characteristics, competencies, and training needs are [6], [7].

To fill the lack with research on the perception of the FM Educational Program by students in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the objective of this study was to study the perceptions of training, the opinions of residents enrolled in the FM program, and determine the specific needs of the residents of the program “Family Medicine.”

The research questions:
1. How do FM residents perceive the FM program and the need for training?
2. What is the desired form and content of training for residents enrolled in the FM program?

Methods

Study participants

Participants were recruited from West Kazakhstan Medical University to participate in focus groups. The study purposefully included 24 residents, ten of which are residents of the 1st year of study and 14 of the 2nd year of study. The average age of residents was 26 years. Residents had previous qualifications: GP - 11, therapist - 5, obstetrician-gynecologist - 3, surgeon - 2, and pediatrician - 3. The purposeful choice of these groups is since they represent those who are studying under the current educational program of residency “Family Medicine” [8].

Due to the fact that we were interested in the opinion of residents enrolled in the FM program, the main researcher at the meeting purposefully invited residents in this specialty. The purpose of this study was explained to the residents and informed consent was obtained.

The approval of the local university ethics committee was received (Protocol No 6. June 17, 2021). Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the focus group. The data was not shared with anyone other than the researchers involved. In addition, the information collected from the participants was used only for the purposes of this study. Transcriptions were made anonymously by assigning random numbers to the transcripts. We have excluded identifying information from citations.

Data collection

Data collection was carried out between September and October 2021. Four 1½-h focus groups were held with each of the groups of participants. One researcher led the focus groups and two others took notes. Facilitation in each group was conducted by the same researcher with experience in conducting focus groups. Each focus group was audio recorded. To find out the opinion of residents about the reasons, motives for choosing the specialty of FM, satisfaction with the organization of the educational process, logistics, advantages and difficulties of training, expectations from residency training, the pros and cons associated with the residency educational program and about how, in their opinion, it should be implemented, the researchers developed a list of questions. During the focus groups, the facilitator followed a script of questions to limit differences between groups. In addition, we repeated to the residents that we would like to hear their opinion on the current educational program. The saturation of data on the main topics was achieved after the fourth focus group. The focus groups were held in Russian and Kazakh, so the quotes were translated into English.

Data analysis

Audio recordings of the focus group discussions were recorded verbatim. Qualitative thematic content analysis of transcribed texts was carried out using an inductive data-driven approach to encode content into topics using the MAXQDA2022 software [9]. Results, codes, and topics were continuously discussed with all three researchers until a consensus was reached. Two researchers, one of whom was present during the focus groups and the other who was not, studied the transcripts of each focus group separately, coding for dominant responses. These codes were then combined into main themes. The two coders collaboratively compared these topics and discussed agreements and disagreements. The initial agreement between coders was about 80%. These encoders then re-evaluated the data until an agreement was reached and no new topics emerged. The third researcher, who was present during the focus groups, then read the four transcripts and confirmed these results. Qualitative rigor was performed using the Guba and Lincoln criteria (validity, tolerability, reliability, and confirmability) as a guide [10]. Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research were used to manage data collection and reporting [11].
Results

The analysis showed that separate themes arose, which were classified according to the areas of questions for discussion in focus groups: perception of the FM specialty, motivation for admission, the benefits and prospects of FM, complaints and problems, wishes for improvement of the curricula, ideal workplace. An overview of the 5 main themes and 14 sub-themes, illustrative quotations are presented in more detail in Table 1.

Of the five themes identified, three correspond to Research Question 1 on general perceptions of training in the FM residency program. The participants spoke about the purpose of studying in residency, as well as their opinion about the motivation, benefits and difficulties of studying, and unjustified expectations from studying in residency. The two themes correspond to Research Question 2 on perceptions of the specific type of training that residents need to meet their needs. Participants' preferences were expressed as opinions about the optimal training format, as well as reflections on the desired form and content of training.

Perception of “Family Medicine”

The vast majority of residents admit that they do not see the difference in the specialties of a Family Physician and a General Practitioner. Informants say that their expectations have not been met, they are still not clear what the functionality will be, in what conditions and in what positions they will work. They admit that at the current moment they are only a link that directs the patient to narrow specialists. At the same time, it is noted that in the practice of other countries, the family doctor performs the full treatment of patients (gynecology, microsurgery, etc.) of all ages and in all directions. In all four focus groups, informants express a desire to treat patients on their own, and refer them to narrow specialists only in specific situations, or when consultation of narrow specialists is necessary. It also became clear that prior to entering residency, the informants had different expectations about what training, exit work, wages, and so on would be like. In the opinion of the informants at the end of the training, in medical organizations there should have been a position in the staff for a family doctor, as well as 3 nurses for each specialist. In practice, they are accepted as general practitioners.

Motivation for admission

The motivation for entering the residency was also the availability and number of grants, career prospects and potentially high incomes. One notable reason for entering the residency was the opportunity to obtain a higher status than that of a general practitioner. For others, career prospects have become a motivating impetus. Informants say that training in FM could in the future provide an opportunity to open their own Family Medical Outpatient Clinic/Private Practice and work independently. Another pattern was the opportunity to become a department head. Also, the reason for admission was the schedule conditions and workload for family doctors. According to the participants, it was important for them to be able to work 4 h and have a minimum of paperwork.

Benefits of family medicine

As mentioned earlier, informants in practice do not see the difference between SM and GP, therefore they do not see the benefits of FM. They complain about the fact that they received education for 2 years, when they could immediately go to work as a GP, as actually happens in practice. At the same time, they note that they received more in-depth knowledge, but without the opportunity to apply it. Because of all the same protocols, forcing them to only refer patients to narrow specialists.

We should note that when asked about the benefits of FM, the participants in the focus group discussion immediately perk up, talking all together, interrupting each other. This indicates a very high level of emotions and, accordingly, a general low level of satisfaction with their situation. However, one of the advantages of studying in the FM residency was the deepest knowledge and the opportunity to gain practical skills. In addition, there were skills to work with programs, sites, protocols.

Some informants perceive the specialization “Family doctor” as an opportunity to rebrand the specialization “General Practitioner.” A part of the informants had an ingrained idea that there will be no changes, they perceive training as a family doctor only as an additional certificate or as a completed higher education.

Complaints, problems, wishes

In all focus groups, the problem with communication skills was raised: lack of support, inappropriate behavior, shaky connections from practicing doctors, nurses, mentors.

Informants complain that practitioners in medical organizations do not pay attention to the training of residents. Residents see the solution in eliminating the practice of having residents next to the practitioner, and instead of organizing an independent appointment, highlighting mentors. Residents talk about the inconvenience of the schedule of examinations and classes. They say that exams can all be scheduled for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perception of the specialty &quot;family medicine&quot;</td>
<td>1.1. Lack of understanding job descriptions</td>
<td>&quot;We do not understand what is included in our functionality&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.11. Unjustified expectations</td>
<td>&quot;I thought it would be a family medicine residency. A family clinic will be opened. We are going to graduate, but after graduation, we will become a GP because employers say that we don’t have staff family doctors&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1.2. No distinction between GP and FD in practice</td>
<td>&quot;There is no definition of what is Family Medicine, GP, what we studied for. What is the difference?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. Lack of authority</td>
<td>&quot;We expected that at the end of the residency there would be a staff for a family doctor, 3 nurses, as they promised, that we would have an advantage over GPs, we could treat patients in more depth, and not send them somewhere and all&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2.1. Gatekeeping act only as a link directing the patient to narrow specialists</td>
<td>&quot;There was a lot of grants, since the SM specialty was just opened, I thought about it. Initially, this was due to the fact that the state removed all grants for other specialties&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2.2. Independence and responsibility in solving patients' problems</td>
<td>&quot;We, as family doctors, would like to accept many pathologies and to be treated patient ourselves, without turning to narrow specialists&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1. Freedom to choose</td>
<td>&quot;In the process of studying, I realized that, unlike a GP, a family doctor should not send to narrow specialists, he should treat himself. Only in case of severe complications.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Motivation for admission</td>
<td>2.1. Family doctor status</td>
<td>&quot;You will work for yourself, develop yourself. You will not just sit there, increase the patient’s confidence in the doctor&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2. Admission policy</td>
<td>&quot;I think that the status of the FD is higher than that of the GP&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3. Career prospects and potentially high income</td>
<td>&quot;The advertisement was good, they said that the FD is better than the GP that we can organize our own family office, and there are more prospects. Thinking about being in charge&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4. Flexible schedule</td>
<td>&quot;I do not hide, because of the high salary. In a word, they are interested&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The benefits and prospects of family medicine</td>
<td>3.1. Deep knowledge and skills</td>
<td>&quot;The schedule between the university and the employer, the chief physician, is not organized. For example, we have Friday classes. We can be in the obstetrics-gynecology cycle, and on Friday we come to the pediatric classes, or we are in the traumatology cycle, we come to the gynecology classes, it turns out we are 4 days at the same doctor's appointment, and the classes on another subject&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2. Residency certificate receiving additional education</td>
<td>&quot;I only think that the plus of residency will be more than dependent only on the document, as a legitimate higher education&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3. Rebranding status of &quot;General Practitioner&quot;</td>
<td>A general practitioner and a family doctor are one and the same, it’s just that GPs have proven themselves poorly, and now there is an opportunity to be reborn a little... it’s like the same company, she felt a little here, and the new name, there is an opportunity to rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Complaints and problems, wishes</td>
<td>4.1. Communication skills problems</td>
<td>&quot;For example, if someone scolds us, we will stand there, blush, no one will intercede for us. We always ask for forgiveness even though we are not to blame&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1.1. Shaky communications</td>
<td>&quot;At the reception at the GP as a passage yard, everyone comes in. In the past, the therapist was more respectful. Now they indicate what the doctor needs to do. The status of the doctor has become low. Then when they don’t go to other specialists like that&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1.2. Lack of support of practitioner doctors, nurses, mentors</td>
<td>&quot;They must explain their actions. At least they should be planted next to a knowledgeable doctor. It would be nice if you took it with you. They send you to the doctors, you go, they don’t show the records, they don’t say&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1.3. Inappropriate behavior</td>
<td>&quot;The younger ones, on the contrary, teach us, and when this happens with a patient, this is generally wrong. I think so, not only our status is lost here, and they do not show themselves that way. In general, the patient looks at our work in a coordinated way&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2. Organizational educational process problems</td>
<td>&quot;Sometimes the head nurses point out to the doctors&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2.1. Inconvenience schedule of exams and classes</td>
<td>&quot;They don’t pay attention; they don’t look at us... The fact that they don’t pay a doctor, they don’t want to talk, explain a lot&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2.2. High workload, a large amount of paperwork</td>
<td>&quot;It is not clear to me that during the ophthalmology cycle we were shown skills that would not be useful to the FD, why do we spend time studying, mastering these skills, we will still send to an ophthalmologist?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2.3. Insufficient equipment of doctor’s offices</td>
<td>&quot;So the patient walks between the two sides, we do not have the right to conduct the patient on our own without a record of a narrow specialist, so according to the protocol, in the event of a complication, they say why they were not sent&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2.4. No need for some cycles and skills</td>
<td>&quot;We expected that at the end of the residency there would be a staff for a family doctor, 3 nurses, as they promised, that we would have an advantage over GPs, we could treat patients in more depth, and not send them somewhere and all&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3. Improving the educational process</td>
<td>&quot;The schedule between the university and the employer, the chief physician, is not organized. For example, we have Friday classes. We can be in the obstetrics-gynecology cycle, and on Friday we come to the pediatric classes, or we are in the traumatology cycle, we come to the gynecology classes, it turns out we are 4 days at the same doctor’s appointment, and the classes on another subject&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3.1. Advanced learning</td>
<td>&quot;Tests are not needed, let there be oral exams. You check your knowledge, if you forget, the teacher will tell you. Learn the tests and everything&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3.2. Work ban</td>
<td>&quot;I think it is necessary to ban work in residency, in residency we get more in-depth knowledge, we are taught how to work in a new way, and our colleagues who are working now, they watch how their older comrades work and get used to working in the old way, for example, they prescribe antibiotics without need&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 day, also that the exam is reported too late. They propose to organize communication between the educational institution and employers to coordinate schedules.

Residents reported that practice cycles do not coincide with lectures. One of the residents suggested that lectures be held online if it is difficult to organize classes with each group. The main thing is that they coincide with the cycle that they go through in a medical organization in order to consolidate all this in practice. Also, residents are perplexed about the existence of cycles, which later they will not need in practice. In their opinion, they should either be equipped with everything necessary to perform these mini-operations, or excluded from the list of skills.

Problems in work are associated with high workload, a large number of paperwork, organization of the process of receiving patients, shortage/delay of medicines. Informants voiced suggestions on the learning process. In their opinion, it is better to conduct examinations in an oral format, without test tasks. One of the informants suggested a ban on working while studying residency. In his opinion, at work, residents absorb outdated practices for treating patients.

In addition, the residents expressed the need to study the work of the Damumed program, the execution of orders.

It should be added that the residents would like to study internal medicine, cardiology, infections, pediatrics, gynecology, ophthalmology, imaging diagnostics in more depth, and also extend the course of communication skills every year.

There was a proposal to appoint mentors from abroad to exchange experience and introduce the possibility of choosing disciplines. Informants also voiced the problems of high workload per specialist. They talk about the load of 45–50 people, against 7–8 in other countries. In their opinion, this affects the quality of treatment. In addition, residents expressed complaints about the material and technical equipment of the offices, the level of comfort. For example, they say that there are no scales in all rooms, water dispensers, computers for each health worker, overcrowding.

### Ideal workplace

When asked about the ideal workplace, most of the participants complain about the tightness in the office, that there is only one office for 3–4 shifts. At the same time, they overlap each other: 1 shift has not finished, a new one arrives a little earlier to prepare. At the same time, patients come in to find out something. All this does not contribute to comfortable work.

It must also be said that opinions about whether nurses should be in the office are divided. Some employees believe that nurses should sit separately and receive patients with administrative issues, the opportunity to deal with organizational matters, and so on. Others believe that nurses still need to be in the same office with a doctor in order to immediately perform a number of assignments. Informants see the ideal workplace as a separate office for each specialist, cozy, large, bright, equipped with all the necessary equipment for diagnostics (ultrasound, ophthalmological devices, computers, and so on).

### Discussion

This qualitative study examined the perceptions of learning, the opinions of residents enrolled in the FM program, and identified their needs. Our study was conducted to improve and create an updated FM education program at our university using the first (problem identification and overall needs assessment), Kern’s six step method [12], [13]. We have shown that the lack of a distinct, clear job description for FM and General Practitioners, with roles, responsibilities and restrictions put in place, has sometimes led to confusion about roles and scope of practice, as well as deviations from expectations among FM residents. Residents’ choice of a new FM educational program is based on geographic location and potential for clinical training and interprofessional education [14]. In addition, for many, the possibility of a flexible schedule mattered. The Canadian National Survey of Physicians found flexibility and predictability to be the third most
As the results of the study showed, the next motivator for entering the FM residency was the Admission Policy. Hellenberg et al. analyzing the strengths and limitations of family doctors indicated that the main limitation of FM is that the medical education system did not consider FM as a specialty. As a result, PHC has become the default or “forced” choice of profession, and most young doctors want to continue their education in another specialty. The current system allows for unrestricted and independent general practice after graduation without the need for proper training in family practice or PHC. The FM specialty is still not integrated with existing government services. Learning does not always go in the right direction. Identity and principles of FM are not emphasized in the curriculum or in qualifying examinations [16]. In addition, our results point to the need for an individualized and largely practical training program for FM residents, aligned with their current level of competencies and differences in knowledge. During the focus group discussion, it was reiterated that the problem in the training process was the low interest of practitioners in teaching residents, the unpreparedness or lack of mentors. This problem is not unique to our program, as many studies examining the educational environment have also found that residents have limited access to their mentors [17].

Teaching an informal curriculum, mentoring has been repeatedly emphasized as important, mentoring has been applied as a “learning activity” in research [18], [19]. A systematic review by Wasson et al. showed that teacher-mentoring programs were highly valued by students as a method of reducing burnout [20]. These results support the fact that residents need feedback and proper supervision, and therefore clinical educators need to constantly remind themselves of their other roles in addition to imparting knowledge [21], [22]. Clinical mentors in the Republic of Kazakhstan are experienced practitioners of practical healthcare, but most of them are narrow specialists who completed basic training before the reforms and do not have the appropriate competencies and skills. Therefore, it is necessary to properly organize their training. Teacher development programs should focus on developing the pedagogical skills of teachers to provide feedback and effective supervision, and consider new ways of mentoring, such as the small group mentoring model or the advisory program for teachers with a focus on mentoring support [23]. A study in Ghana confirms the need for more teachers and the importance of investing resources in teacher development to ensure a credible program. These results provide constructive feedback that can improve the residency curricula of local and regional FM training programs and support investment in trainees and new graduates as future faculty candidates [24]. While there were many challenges faced in clinical placements, themes generally focused on the lack of support for resident education. O’Mara L et al. recognized that clinical learning is always influenced by relationships [25]. The shortcomings of the educational program, according to residents, include the lack of clear learning objectives in each rotation, the lack of qualified teachers trained in FM, as well as the examination scheme, which is largely unrelated to family practice [15]. The results of our study are consistent with those obtained in a study of internal medicine residents’ perceptions of the training environment of the residency program in Ethiopia. There, four recurring themes were identified that negatively affect the learning environment, including excessive workload, inadequate teaching, unfavorable physical environment in the hospital, and lack of diagnostic and therapeutic methods [26]. During the focus groups, residents expressed their wishes for the use of best practices. The need for urgent action to improve the training of residents during rotation, restructuring the FM residency curriculum, and introducing effective teaching methods using best practices in medical education to meet the training expectations and needs of family doctors is demonstrated in another study [27]. FM is the specialty with the widest coverage but the shortest training period. Learning is currently being blurred on both sides: there is more to study and less time to study it. The scope of practice is shrinking and threatening our identity and differentiation from other primary care physicians. These limitations limit our ability to be innovators and leaders in PHC. Students want to graduate competent and confident, but are increasingly skeptical that they can achieve anything under the current model [28]. The future of FM residency education should continue to focus on innovation and resource development to improve resident education. Areas for further development include leadership and health systems training, which enables residents to take on the leadership of multidisciplinary medical teams and place greater emphasis on the FM practice population as the main unit of training for residents [2]. According to the recommendations of the European Academy of General Practitioners (EURACT), the following key competencies of a family doctor are distinguished: management of the care process; patient-centered and community-centered care; solving specific patient problems; comprehensive and holistic approach [29]. Residents expressed their wishes about using the best international experience, the need to open patient-oriented family clinics. The Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) provides an environment to improve the training of residents in systemic practice. Several studies have examined the impact of PCMH on residents' knowledge and confidence [30]. Preparation for student placement is necessary and must be done by both the university and the healthcare organization. As in the study by Birks et al., we documented a lack of planning: Organizational issues raised by students included staff not supporting students, inconvenient exam and class schedules, and mismatch between practice cycles and lectures [31], [32]. In general, residents were dissatisfied with the training program. There was no significant
difference in satisfaction between the two sexes, nor between the two levels of residency. This may be a sign that the FM curriculum for residents may need to be improved and the opinions of residents regarding their training should be taken into account [33]. The results of our study are not consistent with those of the Hong Kong study, where overall physician satisfaction with ongoing FM training was high [34].

**Strengths and limitations**

To our knowledge, this is the first study on the perception of young people by residents of the educational program “Family Medicine” in the Republic of Kazakhstan using qualitative methods, the MAXQDA program. However, there are limitations of the study. This was a single center study and further research is needed with other available institutions in different cities.

**Conclusion**

The educational environment is an important factor in determining the achievement and success of residents. More attention and effort should be given, especially to the points with poor scores in this study. We recommend continuous evaluation and redesign of the FM program and such results can be a tool that can help create a better and stronger educational program [7]. This study made it possible to identify the needs of the residents, which had not previously been taken into account sufficiently. The competencies and content of the program will be changed in accordance with the needs of the residents [35].
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